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Doug Crawford 

Here at the Center for Vision Research and with the VISTA program we have 
hundreds, over 200 trainees involved, and of those with CFREF funding we've 
been able to provide over 90 of them the support through fellowships and 
scholarships. 

Vision Science is like a relay race, from the past to the future. So for a trainee 
coming here you have the opportunity to have an internationally-renowned 
scientist as your supervisor and then have advisors or collaborators from, 
perhaps the same area or completely different areas, of research. 

Shanaa Modchalingam 

At VISTA there are many training opportunities. We have lots of industry 
partners. So we have amazing opportunities to have internships and the like, 
and build skills that they can take with them post-academia. 
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Nizwa Javed 

VISTA has actually fulfilled my dream of working in a multi-disciplinary 
environment. So I get the chance of exploring problems and looking at it from 
different perspectives and then coming up with creative solutions, which I feel 
is one of the most important parts of being a good researcher. 

Sarah Volmer 

One of the great things about VISTA and the people I've encountered within it 
is the open mindedness to different experiences. VISTA is also working with 
me in a project that is joint lab-to-market, and so we look at translating some 
of the technology I'm working on in ways that can be released to the public. 

Zoha Ahmad 

My fellow trainees come from a lot of different backgrounds. I come from a 
biology background, my PI works in cognitive psychology, and we also bring 
in a lot of different computer science programs, and what's really exciting to 
me is that they can help me with stuff that I don't know about, and I can help 
them with stuff they don't know about, and VISTA allows us to do that. 

VISTA has been wonderful in the sense that they have lots and lots of 
scholarships and travel grants, and all of that stuff is really just a load off our 
back, and allows us to focus on our research as opposed to financial issues. 

Nizwa Javed 

When I looked at York University and specifically the work that VISTA and 
Center for Vision Research were doing, I thought this is the perfect place for 
me to achieve my goals. 

 

 

 


